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Huygens | Carrying the World in Your Back PocketSape J. MullenderDepartment of Computer Science, University of TwenteEnschede, The Netherlands1. IntroductionIn the �fty years that electronic computers exist, they have shrunk from the sizeof a room to the size of a wallet, a reduction in volume of a factor one million.At the same time, the storage capacities of these computers have grown froma few bytes to several megabytes, computer memories have become a milliontimes larger. And they have also become almost a million times faster.We can now hold a powerful computer in the palm of our hand | powerfulenough to combine the functions of diary, wallet, telephone and briefcase. Withour \Personal Digital Assistant" we will be able to make telephone calls andmake payments and we can use them to store all the information we now carryin our briefcases.Pocket-sized, very powerful, computers form an enabling technology for twoimportant new possibilities: Computers are small and light enough to be mo-bile, so we do not have to be at our desk to be able to make use of them, andthey are powerful enough to be usable for multimedia applications, so we canuse them to communicate e�ectively with other people and with the machineitself.The Huygens Project1 at the University of Twente addresses research ques-tions this new technology raises. The focus of this research is more on thearchitectural framework in which portable and stationary computers will beused than on the technology that builds the devices themselves. Much of thisresearch is carried out jointly with other research groups.The Pegasus Project2 is a project of the Universities of Twente and Cam-bridge whose goal is to de�ne an architecture for operating systems that sup-1The Huygens Project is partially supported by the Esprit BRA projects Pegasus (BRA6586) and Broadcast (BRA 6360); Digital Equipment Corporation; Xerox Europarc Cam-bridge; Olivetti Research Laboratory Cambridge; and Hewlett-Packard Laboratories, PaloAlto.2The Pegasus Project is supported by the European Union's' Esprit Programme throughBRA project 6586. It is additionally supported by the Olivetti Research Laboratory Cam-bridge and a grant from Digital Equipment Corporation.67



port distributed multimedia applications. This architecture will be evaluatedthrough the design and implementation of a prototype system.In the Broadcast Project3 of the Universities of Bologna, Newcastle, andTwente, the Ecole Polytechnique Fidirale de Lausanne, INRIA Rocqencourtand Rennes, IMAG, and INESC, research is carried out on issues of scale inthe design of distributed systems that span a continent.In the Trust project4 the University of Twente collaborates with XeroxEuroparc Cambridge and the IBM Z�urich Research Laboratory on the designof secure mobile computing. This work addresses protection of location in-formation, secure communication and authentication, signature and auditingservices for �nancial operations.2. Mobile computersPortable computer technology is guided to a large extent by the need to limitthe device's power consumption to a bare minimum. Batteries form the bulkof the weight of portable computing devices and foreseeable improvements inthe capacity-to-weight ratio for batteries will probably only be modest.The biggest drain on a portable device's capacity will be communications.Wireless communication over short distances can be done via infrared light,but, to bridge longer distances, radio communication will be necessary. Com-munication to satellites would tax the batteries extremely heavily, so that is notan option for hand-held devices. Wireless networks will, therefore, be cellularones. A cell is an area covered by a radio transceiver. Cells overlap such thata device is always inside at least one cell. As devices move, communication isrelayed from one cell transceiver to another.For most purposes, a modest bandwidth between a portable device and therest of the world su�ces. Video is probably the most demanding in terms ofbandwidth. Given the size of the screen of small portable devices and assumingvideo signals will be transmitted in compressed form, a bandwidth of betweenone and ten megabits per second is enough. The construction of infrared orradio networks that run at these speeds has already been demonstrated.We expect that there will be many types of portable devices, some very smallso that they can be carried in one's pocket, or even worn like a wrist watch,some with a screen the size of a page of paper for use while sitting down in theo�ce, in meeting rooms or at home. Some will have a keyboard, others willhave a writable screen.In addition to screen input and output, some devices may be equipped withaudio input and output as well, so that they can be used to replace the tele-phone. If, in addition, a video camera is present, one can have multimediainteraction from anywhere.It may be very useful to equip some portable devices with a global-positioning3The Broadcast Project is supported by the European Communities' Esprit Programmethrough BRA project 6360.4The Trust Project is supported by Xerox Europarc Cambridge, and grants fromOlivettiResearch Laboratory Cambridge, and Digital Equipment Corporation.68



system, so that the device knows its orientation and where it is. This can makeportable devices very useful for giving directions, but it can also be used fordevices to learn where they are with respect to other devices.Portable devices will be used for �nancial interactions, so, buried inside them,there will be an encryption system that allows them to be used as a smart card.A secret key will have to be embedded in the system in such a way that it canbe used by the owner for making �nancial transactions, but also in a way thatonly privileged software can reach it. We will have more to say about securityin Section 4.3. Systems architecturePocket computers will derive most of their usefulness from integration intoa global system. Such integration can only come about through wide-spreadagreement on the functions of various components and their interactions.Users of the system will not only use their pocket computer, of course, buta combination of the devices around. When near a large screen, for instance,the user will prefer to read documents on that screen to reading them on thetiny screen of the pocket computer. For audio output, the user may prefer anearby hi-� stereo system over the tiny speaker of the pocket computer. Andfor cpu-intensive jobs, the user will always prefer a powerful work station overthe not-so-fast pocket computer.We may expect the user interface to become distributed over the network.Naturally, a user interface will be made up of devices in physically close prox-imity to the user, but that does not imply that they will be logically close toeach other. Portable devices may have connections to the stationary ones via awireless-network gateway that is quite far away; maintenance of security mayrequire that part of the processing of a job must be done at the user's homesite which may be far removed from the user's current location.The Universities of Cambridge and Twente have been studying the archi-tecture of systems where the devices that make up the user interface are dis-tributed. In the architecture developed in the Pegasus project, devices, such asdisplays, cameras, microphones, keyboards and so on, are connected directlyto the network and can be addressed directly from anywhere in the system.Every device does have an owner, however: a system near the device thatcontrols the connections through the network switch to which it is attached.The idea is illustrated in Figure 1; the shaded areas indicate the autonomoussubsystems.4. System support for mobilityInfrared networks are mainly useful indoors, where distances are small andthere is not too much ambient infrared radiation corrupting transmissions.Infrared light does not penetrate walls, so infrared networks will also have tobe organized as cellular ones with cells no larger than a single room.Buildings will provide relay services to public networks, while planes, trainsand automobiles could provide a relay service that couples a device's infrared69



Figure 1. Networked devices in the Huygens architecturenetwork to a satellite network or a radio-based cellular network.The communication infrastructure will be provided by the public networks,building owners, airlines, railways and others. This suggests interesting re-search problems. One is �nding simple and e�ective ways in which band-width allocation and charging for bandwidth can be done in internetworks ofcommunication-service providers. Another is the problem of locating a mobiledevice in order to send a message to it. Cellular telephone networks solve thisproblem today, but the number of cellular telephones is relatively small andthe infrastructure is wholly managed by a single organization. Keeping track ofbillions of mobile devices in an internet of thousands of organizations requirescompletely new solutions { the present ones do not scale nearly enough.When one carries a pocket computer into an railway station, we may expecttwo kinds of services o�ered through the building network. One, as discussedabove, is that of providing a connection to the internetwork, allowing the pocketcomputer to communicate to the outside world. The other is a service speci�cto railway stations: o�ering information about the railway timetable, platforminformation, directions through the building and the possibility to buy a ticket.These services, o�ered by organizations receiving visitors and customers,work by virtue of a mechanism that detects newly arrived pocket computersand establishes a connection to them over which services provided by the orga-nization are announced. Detecting new arrivals is needed for locating devicesand data-relay services in any case.An interesting area of study is how information services should be o�ered70



on a pocket computer. Allowing the organization o�ering the service to runarbitrary programs on one's highly personal pocket computer constitutes aserious security risk | programs could, for instance, masquerade as regularapplications and steal information from the unwitting user, or they could tryto take over the pocket computer and steal its secrets (such as encryption keys).The security architecture of the pocket computer and the infrastructure inwhich it is used will have to be very carefully designed, especially since pocketcomputers will also be used in �nancial transactions.A �nancial transaction can only be conducted if there is a trustworthy mech-anism for authentication, protection of the information exchanged and recordkeeping. Such a mechanism exists. It is based on public-key cryptography, andrequires users making a payment to authenticate themselves by signing state-ments using a secret key. This key can be veri�ed by another party withoutrevealing the secret key itself.Revelation of a secret key can be just as serious as having one's ATM card orwallet stolen. Since the key is kept hidden inside a pocket computer, it is clearthat one should not lightly set about running programs `found in the street' inone's pocket computer.It is not clear whether pocket computers can be equipped with an operatingsystem that is secure enough to allow secret keys and untrusted programs tocohabitate it. It is also not clear whether it is necessary at all to guest softwarein it. All that is really required is a communication channel between a serviceprovider's software running elsewhere and the pocket computer's user inter-face and �nancial software. Thus, interaction between the untrusted serviceproviders' systems and the trusted pocket computer is con�ned to the commu-nication interface, which can be small enough to make it feasible to verify itssecurity.5. AcknowledgementThis article describes current research at the Universities of Twente and Cam-bridge. The ideas described here are only partially those of the author himself.The reader is referred to the bibliography to learn more about Huygens, Pe-gasus and the ideas described here.Richard Earnshaw's help in preparing this article is gratefully acknowledged.6. ReferencesWe recommend reading1. Mark Hayter and Derek McAuley (1991). The Desk-Area Network,ACM Operating System Review 25(4), 14{21.for a description of using a network to connect computers, memories and de-vices, and2. Ian M. Leslie, Derek McAuley and Sape J. Mullender (1993). Pe-gasus | Operating System Support for Distributed Multimedia Systems,ACM Operating System Review 27(1), 69{78.71
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